/ Policy Guidance
(Privacy, Confidentiality, and Intellectual freedom!)

Meeting Rooms - Bulletin Boards - Display Cases

1st Amendment
Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free
exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people
peaceably to assemble, and to petition the government for a redress of grievances.

Definitions

DEFINITIONS
Meeting Room - For the purposes of this guidance, when the term Meeting Room is used, the guidance
also applies to bulletin boards and display cases that are open to use by non-library groups.

Policy and Procedure Considerations

POLICY & PROCEDURE CONSIDERATIONS
There is no requirement that the library open any part of its meeting or display space for
community use and once it is open, there is no requirement that it remain open. Once it is open, the
expression of First Amendment protected speech should have no limitations that are not necessary for
balancing the needs of the civic space.
Don’t include in policy:
• Reference to the content (what will be talked about, subjects discussed or displayed) of
the meeting or display
• Arbitrary distinctions - every limitation on the use of your meeting room must have a
“compelling government interest” argument. If policy limits by hours of operation, it is
because of limited staffing. If the policy doesn’t allow amplified sound, it is because that
would disrupt the access to information of other people in the library.
Do include in policy:
□ What is not protected speech, thereby clarifying use:
o Advocacy of illegal action (see Brandenburg Test in Resources)
o Misleading commercial speech
o Obscenity
o Commercial speech (if there is a compelling government interest in limiting it, like, the
library community has so many non-profits and community groups that need a meeting
space that the resource is too scarce to open it up to commercial interests.)
□ Reasoning for each limitation that is objective in nature and reflect a true need in the interest of
library functions.
□ Reference the full room reservation cycle process, which would include sign up, notification of
approval/disapproval and the appeal process if rejected.

1st Amendment

When the library opens its space to the community for public expression, in addition to the library’s
traditional function as a place to receive information, policies must be drafted to conform to our
nation’s current application of the First Amendment in designated public forums.

Summary

Meeting Spaces

Library Policy Guidance: Meeting Spaces & Other Public Forums

Definitions
Legislation

Government Interest - Even Non-profit / Free Association libraries are considered government entities
in actions and policies around public forums. When government is used in guidance, it is referring to the
library and its governing board.
Traditional Public Forum - The First Amendment allows for open public expression on any topic,
regardless of controversy and vitriol, in space that is widely acknowledged as held in common by the
public: parks and street corners are common examples.
Designated Public Forum - A designated public forum is space where the First Amendment rights of free
expression and inquiry are protected with limits that respect broad community and civic use interests.
This means, that while protected speech may be expressed and accessed in a designated public forum,
the way in which it is expressed and accessed can be limited if there is an unavoidable need to limit it
based on scarcity of resources and to balance conflicting uses. The courts have held that public libraries
are designated public forums for the receipt of information. If a meeting room, community space,
bulletin board, display case, theater, etc. has been said in policy or through practice to be open for nonlibrary specific use, then that space is a designated public forum for expression. Just like patron behavior
policies balancing the needs of diverse community members wanting to access information, meeting
room policy must balance the needs of the library and all the populations it serves.
Establishment Clause - “Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion” has been
interpreted to mean that no government agency can act in such a way that one religious belief is held in
greater esteem than any other. The clause has led many libraries to fear having any religious activity in
their libraries, as publicly funded entities. As long as the library shows no favoritism or entanglement
with one religion or belief, the establishment clause has not been violated.
Free Exercise Clause - “Congress shall make no law ... prohibiting the free exercise [of religion]” has
been interpreted to mean that the government cannot stop anyone from practicing freely the rites and
beliefs of their religion.

ALA GUIDANCE
Meeting Rooms: An Interpretation of the Library Bill of Rights

If meeting rooms in libraries supported by public funds are made available to the general public for nonlibrary sponsored events, the library may not exclude any group based on the subject matter to be
discussed or based on the ideas that the group advocates. For example, if a library allows charities and
sports clubs to discuss their activities in library meeting rooms, then the library should not exclude
partisan political or religious groups from discussing their activities in the same facilities. If a library
opens its meeting rooms to a wide variety of civic organizations, then the library may not deny access to
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Meeting Rooms

Libraries maintaining meeting room facilities should develop and publish policy statements governing
use. These statements can properly define time, place, or manner of use; such qualifications should not
pertain to the content of a meeting or to the beliefs or affiliations of the sponsors. These statements
should be made available in any commonly used language within the community served.

ALA

Many libraries provide meeting rooms for individuals and groups as part of a program of service. Article
VI of the Library Bill of Rights states that such facilities should be made available to the public served by
the given library “on an equitable basis, regardless of the beliefs or affiliations of individuals or groups
requesting their use.”

Library Policy Guidance: Meeting Spaces & Other Public Forums

A publicly supported library may limit use of its meeting rooms to strictly “library-related” activities,
provided that the limitation is clearly circumscribed and is viewpoint neutral.

Meeting Rooms

Written policies for meeting room use should be stated in inclusive rather than exclusive terms. For
example, a policy that the library’s facilities are open “to organizations engaged in educational, cultural,
intellectual, or charitable activities” is an inclusive statement of the limited uses to which the facilities
may be put. This defined limitation would permit religious groups to use the facilities because they
engage in intellectual activities, but would exclude most commercial uses of the facility.

ALA

a religious organization. Libraries may wish to post a permanent notice near the meeting room stating
that the library does not advocate or endorse the viewpoints of meetings or meeting room users.

Written policies may include limitations on frequency of use, and whether or not meetings held in
library meeting rooms must be open to the public. If state and local laws permit private as well as public
sessions of meetings in libraries, libraries may choose to offer both options. The same standard should
be applicable to all.

Religion & Meeting Rooms - An ALA Q&A
Should library policy allow religious groups to use library meeting rooms?
Yes. Courts have consistently held that libraries may not exclude religious groups from their meeting
rooms solely because the group is religious in character or because the meeting may include religious
activities. Many precedents exist for the use of public facilities (e.g., school auditoriums or park
pavilions) by all types of community groups, including religious groups for religious purposes. Courts
that have considered the question have consistently held that libraries are limited public forums for the
receipt of information. In turn libraries may designate areas within their facilities as limited public
forums for community use in the exchange of information and may create rules for their use. As with
collections, these rules should be content-neutral and address only behavioral restrictions (time, place
and manner). Consistency is crucial: all groups should be treated the same and subject to the same
rules, such as rental fees, frequency restrictions, noise policies or food bans.
What if a religious group wants to collect money as part of their meeting?
The same policies regarding money should apply to all groups. If nonprofit groups are allowed to collect
membership dues during meetings, then religious groups may collect an offering. If no group may
collect money for any purpose while using a library meeting room, then collecting an offering should
not be permitted.
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Religion & Meeting Rooms - An ALA Q&A

If meetings are open to the public, libraries should include in their meeting room policy statement a
section that addresses admission fees. If admission fees are permitted, libraries shall seek to make it
possible that these fees do not limit access to individuals who may be unable to pay, but who wish to
attend the meeting. Article V of the Library Bill of Rights states that “a person’s right to use a library
should not be denied or abridged because of origin, age, background, or views.” It is inconsistent with
Article V to restrict indirectly access to library meeting rooms based on an individual’s or group’s ability
to pay for that access.
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What practical advice can be given for writing exhibit or display space policies?
“Exhibit Spaces and Bulletin Boards: An Interpretation of the Library Bill of Rights” states:
Written policies for exhibit space use should be stated in inclusive rather than exclusive terms. For
example, a policy that the library's exhibit space is open “to organizations engaged in educational,
cultural, intellectual, or charitable activities” is an inclusive statement of the limited uses of the exhibit
space. This defined limitation would permit religious groups to use the exhibit space because they
engage in intellectual activities, but would exclude most commercial uses of the exhibit space.
Meeting Rooms: Hate Speech, Free Speech, and Prevailing Government Interest
To quote directly from the ALA’s Advocacy Office on Hate Speech and Hate Crime:
The First Amendment to the United States Constitution protects speech no matter how offensive its
content. To be clear, the First Amendment does not protect behavior that crosses the line into targeted
harassment or threats, or that creates a pervasively hostile environment. But merely offensive or
bigoted speech does not rise to that level, and determining when conduct crosses that line is a legal
question that requires examination on a case-by-case basis.
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& DISPLAYS
ALA Q&A: EXHIBITS Religion
& Meeting Rooms - An ALA Q&A

Religion & Meeting Rooms - An ALA Q&A: EXHIBITS & DISPLAYS
Should religious groups be allowed to use library exhibit or display space?
Libraries are not required to open display or exhibit space to community groups. If libraries choose to
open their exhibit and display space to community groups, space should be provided on an equitable
basis to all groups that request it, regardless of the beliefs or affiliations of individuals or groups
requesting their use. A library may wish to consider the amount of such space and its location when
deciding whether to open it to community groups. Article II of the Library Bill of Rights states,
“Materials should not be excluded because of the origin, background, or views of those contributing to
their creation” and “Materials should not be proscribed or removed because of partisan or doctrinal
disapproval.”

ALA

May libraries prohibit worship services?
The safest course of action is to provide the same access and apply the same rules of use (time, place
and manner) to all community groups. No court has ever ruled that a library must exclude religious
groups or religious worship. Only one case has addressed the "worship" question. In Faith Center
Church Evangelistic Ministries v. Glover, the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals held that the Contra Costa,
California, library could exclude worship services from its meeting rooms when a group self-identified
its meeting as a worship service. In doing so, the Ninth Circuit cautioned that the library could not
prohibit groups from engaging in other religious activities, including reading, Bible discussions, Bible
instruction, praying, singing, sharing testimony, and discussing political or social issues. The Ninth Circuit
then asked the trial court to determine if Contra Costa could apply its policy without violating the
Establishment Clause by requiring library staff to decide whether a particular religious activity was
worship. On remand the trial court ruled that Contra Costa's policy required library staff to determine
whether the proposed use of the meeting room constituted a worship service, a violation of the
Establishment Clause.
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CASE LAW
Hate Speech in the Law and the Courts (from ALA Intellectual Freedom)

Case Law

Speech that demeans on the basis of race, ethnicity, gender, religion, age,
disability, or any other similar ground is hateful; but the proudest boast of our
free speech jurisprudence is that we protect the freedom to express “the
thought that we hate.” (Matal v. Tam, 2017)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Matal_v._Tam
“Hate speech” doesn’t have a legal definition under U.S. law, just as there is no legal definition for
rudeness, evil ideas, unpatriotic speech, or any other kind of speech that people might condemn.
Generally, however, hate speech is any form of expression through which speakers intend to vilify,
humiliate, or incite hatred against a group or a class of persons. (Free Speech and the Development of
Liberal Virtues: An Examination of the Controversies Involving Flag Burning and Hate Speech, 1998).

Take away: Don’t include policy language on the content of the meeting by making distinctions
between different kinds of protected speech.
(Multiple decision documents on this case:
https://scholar.google.com/scholar?scidkt=2347464737354081840&as_sdt=2&hl=en)
RESOURCES
Brandenburg test - Standard established in Brandenburg v. Ohio, 395 US 444 (1969), to determine
when inflammatory speech intending to advocate illegal action can be restricted. The standard
developed determined that speech advocating the use of force or crime could only be proscribed where
two conditions were satisfied: (1) the advocacy is “directed to inciting or producing imminent lawless
action,” and (2) the advocacy is also “likely to incite or produce such action.”
(https://www.law.cornell.edu/wex/brandenburg_test)
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Case Law

Religious Service in the Public Library Meeting Room
Faith Center Church Evangelistic Ministries v. Glover
ALA guidance often points out this case because it is the most detailed (and dynamic) set of decisions
on meeting room policy as it specifically pertains to religious service in public library meeting rooms.
The most recent decision states that by including language in the policy that distinguishes between
different kinds of meeting content (religious service vs. business meeting), the policy requires library
staff to have special knowledge of the practices and religious activities of a specific religion (the one
requesting meeting room use), therefore requiring library staff to entangle themselves in the religion.
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DRAFTING CONSIDERATIONS
Meeting Room & Facilities Use – Southern Tier Library System Considerations

If an individual or group does not comply with the policy, what are the consequences?
• Who will enforce them?
• How? What is the method of appeal?
Is the space available to:
• Individuals or groups hosting private gatherings?
o For a cost?
• Individuals or groups hosting public gatherings?
o If the gathering is to sell a product or service?
Additional documents that need to be included:
• Application to Use Meeting Room - Backside of policy
• Procedure for managing facility use:
o Where are the keys kept?
o Who does the group get the key from?
o What phone numbers need to be left with the users if after hours?
o Security/alarm system?
o What needs to happen to make it ready for the next use?
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Policy Drafting Considerations – Southern Tier Library System

What questions need to be answered in for non-library sponsored use of the facility policy?
• How many people can the facility hold? (with chairs / with chairs and tables)
• Is the facility available when the library is not open? If yes, which parts? Which hours?
• Which parts of the facility are available for reservation? During which hours?
• Can users have:
o Food and drink?
o art supplies? Any limitations?
o open or contained flame?
o aerosols or diffused oils or fragrances?
o amplified sound? Percussion instruments? Any other sound limitations?
• Is there a clean-up policy?
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SAMPLE POLICY

POLICY:
Albany Public Library makes its spaces available on equal terms to all qualified groups subject to the
regulations below:
1. All meetings must be free and open to the public. Unless specifically approved by the
Library Administration, no fees, dues or donations may be charged or solicited for any
program.
2. Meeting rooms may not be used for commercial and/or for-profit purposes, including
investment seminars, sales/service demonstrations, programs by private for-profit health
care representatives, etc.
3. Library-sponsored programs take priority over all other meeting room reservations. The
library reserves the right to cancel meeting room reservations at any time in the event of
a conflict with a library-sponsored program. In these instances, the organization’s contact
person will be informed and every effort will be made to arrange alternate space for the
displaced program. The library is not responsible for notifying group members of a
cancellation or advertising a change in the meeting room schedule.
4. Programs may not disrupt the use of the library by others. All persons using the meeting
rooms are subject to all library rules and regulations. Meeting rooms may be used for
performance or rehearsal of dramatic, musical, or theatrical productions, etc. as long as
the specific activity does not disrupt other library activities.
5. All groups using the meeting rooms are expected to leave the facilities in a clean and
orderly condition and are responsible for damage to library property. The library shall
charge the group or organization if housekeeping or maintenance service is necessary.
The minimum charge will be $25.
6. Rooms must be vacated at closing. In the case of after-hours reservations, (see below)
meetings must end no later than 9:00 pm.
7. To encourage the use of its meeting rooms for diverse events and to give all qualified
groups access to this service, no group may reserve meeting rooms more than 90 days in
advance and no group may book a meeting room more than 18 times in a 12-month
period.
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Sample Policy - Albany Public Library

Albany Public Library “Room Use Policy”
PURPOSE:
Albany Public Library maintains meeting room space and study rooms for use by community groups,
associations, and agencies when such space is not being used for library-sponsored programming. The
library endorses the principles adopted by the American Library Association in the Library Bill of Rights
regarding meeting room use which state, “Libraries which maintain meeting rooms, exhibit space, or
other facilities open to the public should make them available on equal terms to all persons, regardless
of their beliefs or affiliations.” Authorization to use
meeting rooms does not constitute an endorsement by the library of a group or organization’s positions
or beliefs.
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Study Rooms
Albany Public Library makes its spaces available on equal terms to all individuals or groups subject to
the regulations below:
1. Study rooms are available on a first come, first served basis.
2. The library reserves the right to limit time in the space by 1-hour increments based on demand.
After-Hours Use
Our six locations with meeting rooms can accommodate after-hours use of the community meeting
rooms. All of the rules detailed in the above policy are in effect for after-hours use. In addition, the
following limitations are in effect for all after-hours reservations.
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Sample Policy - Albany Public Library

8. The library shall not assume responsibility for the security of items brought into the
meeting rooms. The library will not provide storage of material or equipment for a group
or organization.
9. Alcohol and tobacco products are not permitted in the meeting rooms. No open flames
or candles may be used in the meeting rooms.
10. Neither the name nor address of any Albany Public Library location may be used as the
address or headquarters of a group or organization.
11. The library reserves the right to review all material distributed at meetings and to
approve any signage to be displayed on library property.
12. Meeting rooms must be reserved by an adult (18 years of age or older). Persons bringing
children to meetings must assume responsibility for their care and behavior.
13. The library reserves the right to determine the number of events that will be held
simultaneously at its facilities.
14. Failure to comply with these regulations may result in the suspension of a group’s
meeting room privileges.
15. Library-sponsored or co-sponsored events may be exempt from some of the above
regulations at the discretion of the Library Administration.
16. In cases of emergency cancellations, the library must be notified 1 hour before the
reservation.

